EPISODE 38
On Dads, Boys and the Importance of
Building a Family Culture around Books
Guest: Martin Cothran
Martin: You know even if you just read a simple picture
book to your children, you have made yourself a part of
their education. Your wife is no longer having to bear that
burden all by herself.
Sarah: That’s Martin Cothran talking about the
importance of dad in the life of a read-aloud family. In
this episode number 38, we also talk about boys and
what they like to read aloud and also the importance of
building that family culture around books.
You’re listening to the Read-Aloud Revival podcast. This is
the podcast that inspires you to build your family culture
around books.
Hello, hello! I’m Sarah Mackenzie, your host for the ReadAloud Revival podcast. This is the place where you get
inspired to help your kids fall in love with reading and to
build your family culture around books.
Happy New Year! So this is the first episode of the new
year. I know I’m so glad that you’ve decided to spend
some of your brand new year here with me today. I am
over the moon about this year. I’m seriously excited
about 2016. I’m telling you this is going to be a year at
the Read-Aloud Revival that will knock your socks off.
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1:20

The magic of Live Author Events

For one, we are doing Live Author Access Events every
single month all year. I am so happy about this. If you’re
new to the Read-Aloud Revival or you haven’t made it to
a live author event yet, let me give you the low down on
these. Basically, just picture your family all gathered up on
a wintery Sunday afternoon. You’ve got your mugs of hot
cocoa in hand. You log into the author event and you see
one of your very favorite children’s book authors there
on screen. She’s telling you about writing her books and
her process and giving you a little peek at her manuscript
and all the different parts of her office, and your kids are

typing questions into the chat box which she’s answering
on screen.
So this is awesome because these kinds of events stay
with our kids. I actually remember meeting real deal
authors as a child at my school. Those are some of my
very favorite, most lasting memories from my childhood.
But if you were to go to a local author’s event, with the
caliber of authors that we have here at the Read-Aloud
Revival, you would very likely be waiting for hours to get
to meet them for, I don’t know, about twelve seconds.
Just long enough to get a smile and a book signed. I
know this because I’ve been to those events and because
I have friends who tell me how frustrating it is to schlep
their kids out in the cold, to wait for hours and hours at
a bookstore, only to get to the very front of the line and
have to ditch their spot to take the four year old potty.
Yeah, I get it. Or only have a few seconds to be able to
connect with their child with the author when their child
is so excited to meet them.
So what we’re doing here at the Read-Aloud Revival is
we’re harnessing the power of the digital age and we’re
bringing authors right to your living room so your kids
can ask their questions and interact with authors even if
you need to, I don’t know, start a pot of soup or change
the baby’s diaper or fold eight piles of laundry at the
same time they’re watching. But you won’t want to miss
it yourself. I’m sure of it because these authors are so
amazingly inspiring. And what we hear from attendees
is that they are the most fun way to spend a family
afternoon.
So if you haven’t seen our lineup for 2016 yet, you need
to head to ReadAloudRevival.com. You’ll be so glad you
checked that out. In 2016, we’ve got picture book authors
like Candace Fleming and Mary Casanova. We’ve got your
favorite child’s novelist, for example, Avi is confirmed
for 2016. He’s the author of Poppy, True Confessions of
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Charlotte Doyle, Crispin, gosh a gazillion others. And the
astounding David Macaulay, the creator of The Way Things
Work, Pyramid, Castle, Cathedral, you know the guy I’m
talking about. We’re going to have all these people live
and more on screen ready to connect with your kids. It’s
completely fabulous. So head to readaloudrevival.com to
find out how you can get in on the action.
4:10

An author event with Jonathan Bean

Our very next one is this coming Sunday. We’re going to
meet Jonathan Bean, the tremendously inspiring author
and illustrator who recently released my new favorite
picture book called This Is My Home, This Is My School.
Some other books of his are At Night, Big Snow, and
he illustrated some other favorites like Emmy and the
Incredible Shrinking Rat, The Apple Pie That Papa Baked,
and others. So anyway, Jonathan Bean, live this Sunday,
January 17th at 1 pm Pacific. Don’t miss it! Grab your spot
at readlaoudrevival.com.
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Martin Cothran is a writer, teacher, and the director of
Memoria Press’ Online Classical Academy. He’s also the
editor of Memoria Press’ Classical Teacher Magazine, one
of my favorites that lands in my mailbox, and the author
of several books published by Memoria Press. A much
sought after speaker, he’s been featured on ABC Radio
News, American Family Radio, Family News in Focus,
and Kentucky Educational Television’s Kentucky Tonight
Program.
I’ve gotten the pleasure of hanging out with Martin at the
Great Homeschool Conventions that are held all over the
country from Ontario, California, and Fort Worth, Texas to
Cincinnati, Ohio and Greenville, South Carolina. And I tell
you what, if you can, you want to see Martin speak live,
his candid humor and unique perspective on education
and family life is completely refreshing. In fact, he said a
few things last year at the GHC Conferences that I hope
we’ll get a chance to dig into here in just a bit. But first, let
me introduce you to him so Martin, thank you so much
for joining me on the Read-Aloud Revival.
Martin: Well it’s so nice to be here although I’m not sure
I can live up to this billing you gave.
Sarah: I kind of set you up didn’t I? Well do you want to
start by telling us. I know you have four children, right?

Who were homeschooled. Tell us a little bit about your
family.
6:10

More about Martin’s family

Martin: Well, we have four children, three boys and one
girl. And they are all out of the house now. My youngest
is about twenty years old and is a junior in college. So
we have the empty nest thing going on here now but
we are still a very close family. We get together every
week. They love hanging out with us and we have a sort
of a family culture and it has kind of drawn other people
in and friends of my kids have now come to the family
parties and we have some sort of this extended family
that includes a number of my kids’ friends and I think
they would all tell you that we have a very close and
strong family.
Sarah: And all your kids are adults now is that right?
Martin: That’s correct.
7:05

Advice for a homeschool dad

Sarah: So one of the things that you said at the Great
Homeschool Conventions last year and I’m not even
sure you know really how profoundly grateful so many
homeschool moms in the audience were when you said
it. But it was advice for a homeschool dad. This dad had
stood up during the classical unplugged panel session
and asked how he could best support his wife which is
a question I think a lot of dads go to those conventions
wondering. Do you remember what you said?
Martin: Well, I was trying to be of course encouraging
and I just told them what I did when I come home from
my job. If I come home and my wife is upset because
she hasn’t done Science that day and hasn’t been able
to do history since last week. And all those things that
homeschooling mothers who feel somewhat inadequate
because they know they’re not professional educators in
the common sense of that word. And then she just needs
encouragement so I just say, “Look, if we get the basics
down here, did we do our Latin?” Because I’m a classical
educator. That is our core language subject because it
takes care of vocabulary and grammar and thinking skills.
Sarah: I know. I love that it has that power punch that
you can hit so many different pieces of the curriculum.
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Martin: Oh yeah, it’s so true. And then I said, “Did they
do their Latin today? Did they do their Math today? And
did they read something out of a book?” And when she
says yes, I just say “Great job!” Because you have to get
those, your Latin and Math are your two, the language
and mathematical skills, those are the two sides of any
skills program, the two basis of the liberal arts. And then
did they read something, anything, a piece of literature,
something on history, whatever it is. And if you’ve just
done those three things, if that’s all they got, and that’s
not all they got. But if that’s all they got everyday,
they’d still be doing great. Those are just a matter of
encouragement.
Sarah: Yeah, I love that because especially at the
convention, we were looking at just tables and aisles
full of curriculum and you’re thinking, “I am pretty sure
I’m going to fail my child if I cannot do all of this with
my kids.” It’s just encouraging to hear that it’s not that
complicated.
9:05

It’s not that complicated

Martin: Right. Oh absolutely. And we think it’s more
complicated than it is. I mean that’s the battle I think that
a lot of homeschooling mothers have as they think that
the other seven subjects everyday because that was the
old, sort of a modern traditional paradigm. That’s what
we got in school. We went to the six or seven classes
everyday. Oh the first thing a homeschooling mother
needs to realize is that they don’t have to do that and
they’ll actually get more done anyway.
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Sarah: Okay, so tell me about growing up for you. What
did reading aloud look like or what did reading I should
say look like in your home? Were you a big reader as a
child? Or is that something you’ve kind of grew into as
an adult?
Martin: Well, you know, I was one of those not very good
students even in high school. I got into college on my test
scores or rather in my grade point average.
Sarah: Okay.
Martin: And I only really, and my wife can tell you, we
were high school sweethearts so we went to the same
college and there was a time, it was my sophomore year
of college where.. and I don’t remember the date but I

remember the day when I made a decision that I really
wanted to be a highly intelligent person. And I began
to read and I have been a voracious reader since that
time and the funny thing is I think that’s very common
with boys that something grabs a hold of them between
tenth grade and maybe senior or sophomore junior year
of college and they get interested in something and
then you can’t stop it. And that happened to two of my
three boys. Just, it was almost one day. And they just got
inspired by something. And as a result of that, I became a
voracious reader and I have been ever since.
Sarah: And then you’ve gone on to create this family
culture with your lovely wife where your children have
been infused with this kind of culture that’s formed
around books, right?
11:00 The reading seed planted
Martin: Well and I should mention that really for me the
seed was planted. It didn’t sprout till later, but the seed
was planted by my fourth grade teacher. I went to First
Lutheran School in Torrance, California and I remember
Mrs. Vinsfor and she read to us, read aloud in class, which
I think should be done in schools. She read aloud in
class The Little House on the Prairie stories. And she got
through two or three of them and when summer came
around, we demanded our mother take us to the library
so we could read the rest of them. And again, that didn’t
make me into a big reader at that time but we did read
enough books to where we knew the value of reading
and so when my own family came around and I had
become a reader since then, we made sure that we read
to our kids. And we did it, I can tell you in our home, my
wife read to them during the course of their homeschool
day. They were read to particularly the younger ones were
read to before they went to bed. And then as they grew
up, I would read around the dinner table. As soon as we
finished dinner, we pushed the plates back and I would
read a chapter book. That was usually geared toward the
older two but the younger ones, if they were at an age
where they really could do it, had to sit there and listen,
and sometimes it was a little above their head but they
were required to listen to us. And so that went on until
our children left home. And now, it’s just my wife and I
here and I read to her.
Sarah: Oh I love that!
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Martin: Yeah, yeah, we still read around the table.
12:40 Gearing read alouds to the older kids in the
family
Sarah: Okay so I also like what you mentioned that
you geared your read aloud to the older kids and even
if the younger kids didn’t totally understand what was
happening in whatever you are reading, you didn’t worry
too much about that. I think we hear a lot at the ReadAloud Revival of parents kind of angsting over how to
find a book that appeals to everybody. So what’s your
strategy there?
Martin: Well, once the youngest ones got to a certain
age, I then could actually go down from the oldest two.
And probably when we read for example the Betsy-Tacy
stories.
Sarah: Oh I love those yeah.
Martin: Oh yeah, they’re wonderful stories. And we
would read those when maybe our older kids were 10,
11, 12 years old because... and I think C.S. Lewis points
this out somewhere that the best children’s books can be
appreciated even by adults.
Sarah: Yes.
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Martin: And my wife has said many times that some of
her happiest memories were of reading the Betsy-Tacy
stories or the Penrod stories by Booth Tarkington which
actually are for a little older children. And just laughing
at the funny things that happened in the stories. There
comes a point when if you have a book that’s good
enough, even though it’s aimed at younger children, the
older ones very much appreciate it.
Sarah: Yeah, I’ve noticed that. In our house we have six
kids so from fourteen down to two and they’re kind of
these two batches. So what we noticed was that when
we’re sitting down reading with our toddlers picture
books, sometimes the toddlers all wander away. We look
up and we have big kids sitting there listening.

can’t understand Shakespeare, who cares? Nobody
understands Shakespeare. It’s just nourishing to hear it.
14:40 The nourishment of beautiful language
Martin: We didn’t do this till later but I would have done
it earlier if I really knew the value of it. It was reading
the King James Bible because the language is fairly
sophisticated language and people think it’s hard but it’s
not any harder than our language. It’s just what you’re
used to. And so there are people out here in the country.
I live in Kentucky. There are people out in the country
who are not well-educated people but they understand
the King James Bible perfectly well because that’s what
they heard from childhood. And so I think that language
of the King James Bible really prepares you for reading
more advanced literature later. And even though we say
advanced, it’s a little bit different idiom. It’s not necessarily
more complicated or harder to read. Again, it’s just what
you’re used to and so if you’re reading them Bible stories,
even a simplified King James like you get, say, The Golden
Children’s Bible, it still has that King James sense, it’s just
a simplified King James. It’s all it really is. And that I think
better prepares you for reading a lot of Shakespeare, for
example, in a way that maybe reading another translation
wouldn’t.
Sarah: Well certainly, it must draw you into kind of that
metaphorical language or acclimate you I guess to the
metaphorical language that...
Martin: Oh absolutely, and that’s really the biggest, you
hit on the what I think, is the biggest difference between a
lot of modern literature and older literature and certainly
more modern translations of the Bible versus the older
ones is the metaphorical language. We are modern,
rationalistic people and so our language reflects that
and we think that if we write something in this abstract,
rational approach, that that’s somehow clearer or more
understandable when actually that’s not the case. We
think in metaphors and there’s a lot of people and a lot of
writers have pointed this out.

Martin: Yeah, absolutely. Absolutely.

16:30 Thinking metaphorically

Sarah: And then in the same way, you can read a more
advanced book because the beautiful language. Well
I think Andrew Kern is the one who says even if they

We think metaphorically. And speech that includes
metaphors and analogies is much more vivid to us. It’s
living language. And so, I think that’s one of the things
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that you need to stress and I think you see that in great
children’s literature. It’s very metaphorical. It’s very vivid.
It has word pictures. And that’s the kind of thing we
should embrace and I think a lot of the older writers had
that down better than we do today.
Sarah: Okay so that brings us right into another question
I had for you which is what were your standards for
choosing books to share with your kids?
17:20 Standards for choosing books
Martin: Well, again this is going to sound strange to
some people but I could take a book. This is often what
would happen. I would get a book and I would pick it
because it had a lot of good recommendations or it had
an interesting cover sometimes. People say you shouldn’t
judge a book by its cover. Well, I don’t know if that is
necessarily true. Or reading recommendations in the back
or something. And I would sit down. I remember many
times sitting there after dinner and looking at some new
book we had picked up somewhere and I would read the
first two paragraphs and I’d look up and I’d tell my wife,
“So this one has the magic.”
Sarah: Oh, how would you know?
Martin: Well, I can give you examples. For example,
when I first picked up a copy of The Moffats by Eleanor
Estes. And I read the first paragraph and I could tell
immediately, it’s had the magic. I can’t explain it. I can’t
quantify it. But it did. I remember picking up Farley
Mowat who was the great Canadian storyteller, who just
died about a year ago and I remember picking up what
I think is the best animal story ever written, certainly the
best dog story ever written which is called The Dog That
Wouldn’t Be.
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Sarah: I have not read it.
Martin: And I read the first two paragraphs and I knew I
was in the hands of a master.
Sarah: Wow! Okay.
18:40 The magic’s in the setting
Martin: Again it’s hard to explain. It’s just, you can tell
often just in the very first few paragraphs, I don’t know
what it is. Maybe it’s a good writer will establish a setting

very quickly. You have to know where you are. And they
will be able to tell you who a character is fairly quickly.
And if you can just get those two things - the plot’s
something you have to wait to develop. But those two
elements of the story are something that a good writer
can establish fairly quickly. And I think that’s part of it. I
don’t know it all but that was part of it.
Sarah: Well it kind of hearkens back to that C.S. Lewis
quote you just mentioned a few minutes ago which is
that, he said, “I’m almost tempted to make it a canon that
a children’s story that can only be enjoyed by children is
a bad children’s story.”
Martin: Yeah, and you know I remember for example,
just to underscore your point there, I remember when
my younger son was sixteen, he was the only one left at
home. I picked up Laura Ingalls Wilder’s Farmer Boy and I
read it. And it was just as good as when we read it when
they were much younger. And I think, of course Laura
Ingalls Wilder is now being appreciated for the great
American writer that she was. I read that book now and
to me it’s pure poetry. Mark Van Doren says somewhere
that... he’s a literary critic. And he says that poetry is the
art of meaning. We always think it’s the art of describing.
It’s the art of meaning and when Laura Ingalls Wilder
describes the dinner that her mother has laid out for
them on the table, she doesn’t just use vague, abstract
terms. She names everything her mother cooked and
only then how it smelled all that but she names it. And
that book, she names things all throughout the book.
And it’s such a poetic book and an adult can appreciate it
just as much as a child.
Sarah: I haven’t thought about that. We adore those
books and my husband when we listen to them on road
trips enjoys them every bit as much as he did. Those were
the books that kind of turned him into a reader when he
was an elementary school age child.
Martin: Oh absolutely. Absolutely. Some people of
course have only seen the TV show or something and like
some films, it can sometimes destroy the book if you have
only heard those but I think even if you were a person in
my generation when the TV show as on, if you read those
books, you will feel the power of them. And it will erase
some of the memories of the TV show that necessarily
may not have been as magical as the book is.
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Sarah: Yeah, I remember finding the TV show. I had never
seen it. But I remember finding the TV show at one point
when our girls were little and I told my husband, “Oh the
girls would love this because they loved the book.” He
said, “Don’t let them watch it. It will ruin it.”
Martin: I think that’s true. I think that’s true, yeah.
Sarah: Okay so you wrote this really wonderful story in
The Literature. The article is called The Literature of Life
and it was about your kids’ bonding with your family
friends, Jim and Renee. Are those the right names? I
meant to pull them back up.
Martin: Yes.
Sarah: Well, tell us about that with that experience with
us.
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21:40 The literature of life
Martin: Well, I mentioned that in an article. We had a
couple friends that I can’t remember how we met and we
didn’t see them all that often but they just stopped in one
day and our two oldest kids were there. I think maybe we
had a third who was in diapers at that point. And they
came in and Jim, Renee’s husband immediately saw the
books that we had laying there. And he’d pick one of
them up, some picture book that he was familiar with
and sat down with them on the couch. And they both
huddled on each side of them and he read the story to
them and they had a friend immediately. There was just a
bond there of shared wonder at this some classic picture
book. I don’t even remember what it was, Dr. Seuss or
something. And there’s just a bond that created it. And
this is the thing about reading aloud. It’s a communal
experience. We modern people, and this is a very modern
thing. And I can’t remember who it was, I’ve read some
history book and this was somehow early in the middle
ages, but somebody has told him that had.. and they saw
one of the great Christian writers reading silently and
they had never seen that before. Reading used to be a
communal experience.
Sarah: Interesting.
24:00 Stories are made to be heard
Martin: Yes. And we don’t realize that even people
reading alone before a certain time in the past would

read aloud even to themselves. Because not only that
going in your eye, it’s coming back in through your ear.
My daughter would do that. She would sit in her room
and read aloud to herself. And this is one of the things,
it’s kind of funny, I don’t know if anyone has ever said this
but sometimes there are books that I wouldn’t read by
myself but I would love to read to my kids or to my wife.
It’s not all books. But even I like to read aloud to myself
but I feel kind of funny doing it when I’m all by myself.
But to hear, I mean language is to be heard. It’s written,
poetry, it’s even more this way. Poetry is written to be
heard. It’s meant for the ear. And there are some stories
that are meant for the ear and so to read them in isolation
by yourself without reading them aloud just somehow
seems funny.
Sarah: So a friend of mine Leslie Richards from the
Homegrown Preschooler. She and I were talking about
this book we both really enjoyed The Green Ember by
S.D. Smith. And she was saying that that book begs to be
read aloud and when we started digging into why it was
the lyrical language. It was the beautiful turns of phrase
that you couldn’t read silently and appreciate the same
way as you could if you spoke them aloud and heard
them come back in through your ear.
Martin: Oh absolutely. You know Peter Kreeft says
somewhere that poetry is fallen music and prose is
fallen poetry. But it still has enough of that aspect of
being made for the ear that that really is ultimately, if
it’s well-written that’s how it should be read, is out loud.
You wouldn’t sit there and read a score and most people
wouldn’t sit there and read music.
Sarah: Right.
Martin: Would you do that?
Sarah: No. That’s true.
Martin: Don’t you want to hear it? And if good prose has
some of those aspects of music which it should, then it’s
meant to be read aloud and you would no more read it
by yourself and you would read a musical score and think
that was sufficient.
Sarah: Okay, that just reminds me of Anne Shirley out
in the fields with her reading from The Lady of Shalott
out loud because she can’t keep it inside of herself so
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she’s reading it. She’s looking out. She’s saying it out loud.
Doesn’t that remind you of that?
Martin: Yes, I could see Anne doing that too. I know
her…
25:30 Martin’s favorite modern philosopher
Sarah: Yes. Okay so you mentioned Dr. Seuss and I’ve
heard you say before that he’s your favorite modern
day philosopher. So we know we can learn a ton from
children’s books as adults. Do you want to say anything
about that?
Martin: Well, I love that this turned at Dr. Seuss because
Dr. Seuss just changed our family vocabulary because
what Dr. Seuss is doing is he’s writing nonsense verse.
And I sort of cut my teeth on G.K. Chesterton. And G.K.
Chesterton is really on to this. In fact, his first book was a
book of nonsense verse it was called Greybeards at Play.
And one of the things that he understood and this was
brought out in a book called The Natural History of MakeBelieve. I can’t remember the author’s first name but his
last name is Breinfrake.
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Sarah: Okay.
Martin: And he says that what nonsense verse says
it turns everything upside down so you can see it as
if it’s new. And real good nonsense verse will turn
everything upside down and turn it right side up again
and Chesterton has this essay, I think it’s the best essay
on children’s writing ever written, it’s called The Ethics
of Elfland. And it’s in Orthodoxy. And he says what fairy
tales and nonsense verse do is it enables you to see the
world as you originally saw it. In a story, the grass may be
blue but only so that you can experience that primordial
wonder that you felt when you first saw that it was
green. And this is what I think nonsense verse does and
I think Chesterton loved Edward Lear and he of course
lived before Dr. Seuss but he would have loved Dr. Seuss
because Dr. Seuss does the same thing.
Sarah: He does. Absolutely. And I think that’s why
children delight in him so much and why we as adults
for the most part, we can delight. Sometimes when it’s
like your eight hundred and three of the time reading it,
maybe you would [distorted] a little bit.

27:50 Reading with the eyes of a child
Martin: Sure, oh absolutely. Well and two, when you’re
reading to a child, this is a thing and it’s the very thing
about being a grandparent. We have our first grandchild
and he’s now two years old. And to be able to look at
world again through the eyes of a child and then you
once looked through it with your own eyes when you
were a child but to have a child that you’re reading to and
you’re sort of reading through their eyes. You know what
they must be thinking. And it’s such a great pleasure
to experience their experience and seeing the wonder
of the world. And I think that’s what good children’s
literature accomplishes.
Sarah: Okay. let’s pivot just a little bit and talk about dads.
What do you have to say to dads, maybe dads who want
to connect with their kids who are trying to grow their
children in wisdom and virtue but they’re tired at the end
of the work day or things are overwhelming or the kids
are all running a muck like at my house after dinner. What
kind of message do you have for dads about their role in
a home that reading is essential part of?
28:30 For dads who want their children to grow in
wisdom
Martin: Well, I think even if you just read a simple
picture book to your children, one of the things you’ve
automatically done there is that you have made yourself
a part of their education. Your wife is no longer having to
bear that burden all by herself. And you know, it made
my wife so happy to look over and see me reading to
our children, even just a simple picture book for a young
child. But I really do commend the idea of reading after
dinner and that’s something you would see for the father
to do because you’re sitting there. And you know, various
things are going on but just to extend the dinner out, ten
or fifteen minutes, and even to read something for it. It
doesn’t require much, just something little. But if you do
that everyday and of course that requires that you are
having dinner with your family and if you’re not then you
need to.
Sarah: Right. Yeah, that’s right. One of the books that just
came to mind that might be a good fit for that is Nancy
Carpenter Brown wrote, from The American Chesterton
Society, wrote some Father Brown for Young Readers. We
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can link on them on the show notes. They’re short stories
and they’re delightful for me to read but I can see my
husband really enjoying those as well.
Martin: Absolutely. And as they grow older and you’re
able to read obviously older and older books so finally
when they’re in their mid teens and if you’ve been
reading to them all along and they are able to listen
because that’s something we haven’t mentioned but
listening is a skill. And in reading aloud to them, they
are developing the skill of listening. And it develops
into an advanced skill later on and so before my kids
left home, we were reading... the Penrod books are very
sophisticated language but their about the story of a boy,
maybe the best books about boys are the Little Orvie by
Booth Tarkington, Penrod by Tarkington as well, and then
his last book was called Seventeen. And they’re written
in this very majestic prose, this sort of heroic prose about
these mundane events in the boy’s life which is where
part of the humor comes from, just the difference in the
way he’s narrating his boy’s life in the mundaneness of
this boy’s life that he’s narrating these heroic tones. Those
books P.G. Wodehouse with the exception of maybe
Booth Tarkington, the greatest humorist in the English
language. And those are pretty advanced things a lot of
adults today who are not readers would never be able to
handle them. But if you read to your kids over the years,
they would be able to appreciate them and they’re really
books not written for children. They’re books for adults
but they’re so good, once again, that even a child has
developed that skill of listening and enjoy them.
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31:30 The booklist for boys
Sarah: Okay, and you’ve got this booklist for boys that
I just love. I have to tell you this article that you wrote,
The Dangerous Article for Boys. I love this article. I’m just
going to read the very beginning of it for our listeners.
You wrote, “It is now well-recognized that boys are not
reading. What is the problem? Most commentators
want to say that boys have an aversion to books but the
problem is quite the opposite. Books, modern books that
is, have an aversion to boys.” I just love this article. Tell us
what you mean by that.
Martin: Well, the modern emasculated culture that we
have created, we don’t recognize the value of masculinity,
not only as it should develop into manhood but with,

masculinity is for a boy. Boys like action. They even like
a little blood. They like adventures. By the way, they
like Roman history because Roman history is filled with
action and battles. But in these books, he says there may
be violence, there may be blood, but there’s an iron moral
code in these books. Boys respect that. Boys respect
action. If you preach to boys, that’s not what they respect.
But if there’s a male in their life who sacrifice themselves
for the good, they’ll follow that person without question
which is what they respect. They respect doing, not
these abstract preachy things that sometimes we want
to preach to them. They like action and we just have to
acknowledge that that’s what they like and not try to
change the nature of boys which you really can’t change.
33:10 A good place for a dad to begin the read aloud
habit
Sarah: Yes, I love that. And some of the books you put
on this list I think would make excellent first starts for
dads who may not have read chapter books to their kids
before. Maybe they just done the picture book thing and
they’re a little intimidated by where to start so I thought
Little Britches and Farmer Boy, and there’s another one I
saw in here, I’m scanning... Oh, and The Hobbit. Those are
the first three that I thought a dad could read any of those
very, very well. And the other thing is it doesn’t have to
be done perfectly. It’s just the experience of sharing the
book with your dad and your dad being a part of your
world. Because sometimes, that doesn’t happen as
frequently as maybe we want because dad’s at work all
day and then the evenings are busy so it’s a very simple,
tangible way to kind of connect.
Martin: Oh, absolutely and if it’s a good enough book it
will reinvigorate even a tired dad.
Sarah: That’s right. Yeah, that’s right. Well, Martin,
thank you so much. This has been very encouraging
and inspiring. It’s very late where you are right now so I
appreciate you taking the time to chat with me.
Martin: That’s okay. You left me just a little time to read
before I go to bed. I might even do it out loud.
Sarah: Perfect.
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Now it’s time for Let the Kids Speak! This is my favorite
part of the podcast, where kids tell us about their favorite
stories that have been read aloud to them.
“I am Brian Timothy Burke IV. I am nine and three quarters.
I live in North Carolina. My favorite read aloud book is The
Hero’s Guide to Saving Your Kingdom because it is full of
adventure. I also like The Tale of Despereaux.”
”My name is Lacey May. I am 10 years old and I live in
Salem Mountain, Tennessee. My favorite book is The
Green Ember because it has so much action in it and then
you get to know the characters very well. It’s a really good
book and I enjoyed reading it this year in school.”
“My name is Coele. and I live in St. Charles, Illinois and my
favorite book is James and the Giant Peach and I like when
Aunt Spiker and Aunt Sponge say, “It’s growing.” “No it’s
not.”
Mom: Yeah, you like when it’s growing, the peach is
growing?
Yeah, and I like when James says when he comes in and
baked peach and he sees a hole and...the ladybug and
the grasshopper and an earthworm and then a little bee.
And I like how it’s so fun.”
“My name is Asher. I’m 5. I live in St. Charles, Illinois.
My favorite book is A Christmas Carol and I like when
Ebenezer Scrooge says “No, no, no, no.” And I like when
he says “Aargh.””

Aw. Thank you kids. I love that. Sounds like there may
be some fun voices happening during read aloud time
in Illinois. That’s what it sounded like to me anyway. I
love it when your kids call in so if your kids have not yet
called in to tell us about their favorite books they have
been enjoying, head to readaloudrevival.com, scroll to
the bottom of the page. It will only take you a couple
minutes. It’s super easy. Kids can read something they’ve
written. You can coach them all the way through it and
we’ll try to edit out your voice. It’s just super low key, very
simple. Everybody here who listens to the Read-Aloud
Revival loves, loves, loves to hear about books that your
kids are enjoying. So do that for us. We’d love it.
That’s it for now. Next episode, I’m going to be talking
to Cheryl Swope all about reading aloud with kids who
have special needs. It’s going to be a great podcast. I
hope you tune in for it. It will be coming out two weeks
from today but I hope to see you before then because I
hope you’ll join us for our Live Author Event happening
in Read-Aloud Revival Membership this Sunday, January
17th with Jonathan Bean. Go ahead and head to
readaloudrevival.com to save your seat there. All you
need to do is become a member of the Read-Aloud
Revival Membership Program and you’ll have your seat
saved for you. I hope you had a wonderful start to your
new year, friends and until next time, go build your family
culture around books!
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“Hi! My name is Ben and I live in Wisconsin and I’m 8 years
old. My favorite book is Guardian of the Ga’Hoole Book 5
- The Shattering. I like it because it has a lot of action and
adventure. And the owl is trying to get away with Nyra’s
egg.”
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